HIGH-TEX FROM GERMANY
Textile technologies shaping the future

Germany as Innovation Leader for tailor made textile solutions
Agenda:

• The German Textile Development
• What are the next textile challenges
• IVGT – the network for the textile industry

A quick overview in just 10 minutes
Germany has a long tradition of Textile Production and Textile Development with 17 Textile Research Institutes and 1400 Researchers.
German Textile Companies are market and innovation Leaders of Technical Textiles

40% Export

18% of all textile sales are achieved with products not older than one year!

$8.2 bn Turnover with Technical Textiles
German Industry
Cluster of Lightweight Technology for Automotive and Civil Aviation

www.leichtbauatlas.de

Significant demand for lightweight technologies exists among Germany's automotive and aerospace sectors – the main lightweight technology application industries to date.

Major airports
- Automotive e-mobility OEMs
- OEMs in civil aviation industry

Source: GTA Research 2018
IVGT

Industrial Association for
Finishing - Yarns - Fabrics - Technical Textiles
IVGT is Germany’s largest network of Technical Textile producers and suppliers of fibers, machines and services.
**IVGT** members represent 60% of Germany’s textile industry with over 35,200 employees.
The Suppliers Guide Technical-Textiles-Germany covers over 70 textile technologies and 12 application market segments.
It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent, but the one most adaptable to change.

Prof. Leon C. Megginson, LSU 1960-1977, Chair Academy of Management 1983
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Please visit — IVGT is just around this corner